“Honor to the soldier and sailor everywhere, who bravely bears his country's cause. Honor, also, to the citizen who cares for his brother in the field and serves, as he best can, the same cause.”

— Abraham Lincoln
RECOVERY FORGE
WHO ARE WE???

Mission: Teaching the Basic Art of Bladesmithing through the use of an fire, anvil and hammer.

Focus: Recovery Forge is focused on teaching the Military (Active, Retired, Reserve, National Guard, Wounded, Injured, Ill), Police, Fire, Rescue, their families and caregivers, the art of basic bladesmithing.

Products: We offer basic hand forged knives, decorative blacksmith bottle openers and decorative blacksmith meat turners (for grilling)

Disclaimer: We are a Not-For-Profit organization in the process of obtaining our Non-Profit Status
Our Partnerships

Recovery Forge in partnership with The Workhouse Military in the Arts Initiative provides the art of Metal Forging! If you are a Military Veteran, Active Duty or Retired, Every weekend you can join the crew of Recovery Forge for open forging. Recovery Forge teaches anyone that would like to learn the art of bladesmithing. We provide all the tools that are needed to achieve this goal, FREE of charge. Donations are welcome, but not asked for or required.
Forging ahead: Bladesmithing gives troops, vets and caregivers a chance to bond, heal – Stars & Stripes

Fairfax, Virginia Channel 16 News

The Knife Junkie Podcast:
CONTACT INFORMATION
& SOCIAL MEDIA SITES

General E-Mail: recovery.forg@gmail.com

Adam Porras (SFC Ret.): E-Mail: adam.c.porras@gmail.com
Phone: 931-302-1850

Donna Porras (USAF Vet.): E-Mail: Donna.m.porras@gmail.com
Phone: 931-302-5632

Eric Lang (USAR Vet): E-Mail: elang448911@gmail.com
Phone 815-593-0461 (Currently Deployed)

Krystal Lang (USAF Vet.): E-Mail: krystal.lang@gmail.com
Phone: 757-768-7205

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/recoveryforge/

Instagram Page: https://www.instagram.com/recovery.forg/
RECOVERY FORGE IN ACTION
RECOVERY FORGE IN ACTION CONT.